QUAKER FELLOWSHIP FOR AFTERLIFE STUDIES
Books by QFAS members, some on special offer!
Please make cheques payable to authors.

DO WE SURVIVE DEATH?
A Descriptive Bibliography and Discussion on the Evidence Supporting Survival
Compiled and written by David Hodges. Pub 2004. ISBN 0-9456122-0-5
An excellent guide for those who wish to explore the very extensive literature on the subject of survival
of death. £5.00 + £1.50 postage.
Please order from David Hodges, 14 Eythorne Close, Kennington, Ashford, Kent, TN24 9LP.
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ONLY A THOUGHT AWAY
A personal story of bereavement and communication beyond death. by Angela Howard
Published by Quacks Books, 2010. ISBN 978-1-904446-28-6. £5.00 + £1.50 p&p
Please order from Angela Howard, Webb’s Cottage, Woolpits Road, Gt. Saling, Braintree, Essex, CM7 5DZ.

SCIENCE, MYSTICAL EXPERIENCE AND RELIGIOUS BELIEF
by Don Mason. Published by William Sessions Limited, York.2006. ISBN: 1 85072 357
The author gives an account of his own beliefs, founded on the knowledge and experience he has gained
during his lifetime. His mother had a remarkable psychic gift and his father was a hypnotist and a very
deep thinker. The author, himself a scientist, firmly rejects the current materialistic interpretation of the
world that many, but not all, scientists put forward.
£ 5:00 plus £1:50 postage. Please order from Don Mason, 5 Larch Lane, Witney, Oxon, OX28 1AG

A STUDY IN SURVIVAL: CONAN DOYLE SOLVES THE FINAL PROBLEM
by Roger Straughan. Published by O-Books. ISBN: 978-1-84694-240-2.
Roger Straughan’s book presents dramatic new evidence for the survival of our individual personalities
after death. Providing this is an astonishing series of recent communications from a man who died in
1930 and whose mission, when alive, was to bring just such evidence to the notice of the widest possible
audience - Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. For more information visit www.o-books.com Price £7.00 + £1.50 p&p

BOOKLETS
Quakers and the Spiritual/Psychic Dimension by Rosalind Smith
£1.20. Please enclose a stamp.
Order from The Manager, Claridge House, Dormans Road, Dormansland, Lingfield, Surrey, RH7 6QH. Tel:
01342 832150. Cheques to be made out to Claridge House.
PRODUCED BY QFAS

The Quaker Fellowship for Afterlife Studies

The Not Unfamiliar Country: Communication Beyond Death, An Anthology of Quaker Experience
FREE. Please send £1.50 p&p. Please order from Angela Howard, Webb’s Cottage,Woolpits Road, Saling,
Braintree, Essex, CM7 5DZ. Cheque payable to Quaker Fellowship for Afterlife Studies.
(Also free copies of the QFAS introductory leaflet, and card for FMH notice boards.)
The Afterlife How good is the evidence?
Talks from the Quaker Fellowship for Afterlife Studies Conference held at Woodbrooke Quaker Study
Centre, in July 2009 Please order from David Britton, Captains’ Cottage, 35 Churchfields,
West Mersea,Colchester, Essex, C05 8QJ. £2.00 + £1.00 p&p.
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he Quaker Fellowship for Afterlife Studies (QFAS) is a Listed Informal
Group of the Religious Society of Friends. QFAS aims to explore evidence
for survival of death, to provide a forum for discussion on this and related
subjects and to learn from and support those with psychic gifts and
experiences. It aims to do this within the Quaker movement, and in society in
general by liaising with other groups with like aims.
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Website: www.quakerfellowshipforafterlifestudies.co.uk
Our new website offers a discussion forum as well as news events andpublications.
QFAS members should contact the Web Manager for a password for the forum:
rhonda@riachi.free-online.co.uk
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elcome to the latest edition of Reaching Out. Thank you to all those who have
sent me contributions. Details of how to send future contributions are inside
the front cover.

W

Jan Brumfitt - David Arundel
We report with great sadness that QFAS member Jan Brumfitt, aged 67, passed away
suddenly and peacefully in Drighlington Hospital following a short illness, on January
14th 2015.
Following a private cremation, a meeting for worship was held for Jan at the Quaker
school in Ackworth, West Yorkshire, on the 24th of January.
Jan had been head of the dyslexia department at the Quaker School in Ackworth and
had also taught there and attended their meetings.
For the last twenty years Jan had been a regular attender and a devoted member at
the Gildersome Quaker House near her home in West Yorkshire. In addition she was
also a member of QFAS, and had attended several QFAS conferences where she made
many friends.
Despite suffering with ME Jan reached out to other ME sufferers through her own
website and was in contact with them offering much needed comfort and support
through her website and booklet.
In her spare time Jan enjoyed gardening and grew her own vegetables.
Jan was married to David who himself passed away in 2013. It is, at least, good to
think that they are now together again.
Jan is survived by her daughter Rachael and son Simon, and grandchildren Hannah and
Arthur.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS

FFH/QFAS WEEKEND GATHERING at Woodbrooke Sept 18th-20th 2015
Spiritual Beings on a Human Journey
Organised jointly by Friends’ Fellowship of Healing and Quaker Fellowship of Afterlife
Studies it is open to members and all who are interested. This weekend will explore
and share insights on spiritual pathways, the importance of family and ancestors in
health and healing, end of life care, including soul midwifery, and intimations of
immortality – connections with unseen realms.
For booking forms and further information please contact –Fee Berry, Sycamore House,
Chapel St., Market Rasen, Lincs, LN8 3AG. Email caliandris@gmail.com
Full booking fees are £181 single en suite £171 standard room.
Information can also be found on the website
***********
AUTUMN CONFERENCE 2016
This will be held at Launde Abbey, a retreat centre in Leicestershire, from 23-26
September 2016. Details will follow in a future magazine

THINKING OF MAKING A WILL?
Have you considered leaving something to OFAS?
Possible wording might be:
‘I give and bequeath [state what] to the Quaker Fellowship of Afterlife Studies, a Listed
Informal Group of Britain Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends (Registered
Charity no: 1127633) to the contact address registered with the said charity at the time
the request comes into effect’
However, we suggest that you ask a professional will writer for the appropriate legal
wording for your particular intentions.
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AN ETERNITY BEFORE US - Angela Howard
This article was first published in The Friend on 9 January 2015
Recently I received a phone call from a Friend in distress. The message was typical of
many I have received over the years, and I feel that perhaps it is time to speak out.
The distress was caused because the Friend concerned was unable to speak openly to
anyone in his Meeting about an experience he had had: the experience of contact from
a recently deceased and much loved partner. The fact that such contacts frequently take
place after the death of someone who has been very close, seems, unfortunately, not to
be understood by the majority of Friends, which mirrors the situation in society
generally. But the Religious Society of Friends is a body which recognizes a spiritual
dimension to life and we should surely be more open minded on the subject. Early
Friends were. The existence of God and Heaven, was a natural part of their faith,
indeed the basis of their faith, as was communication with those in the next life.
The following is recounted in George Fox’s Book of Miracles:
"George Fox’s mother died in 1674, when Fox was in Worcester gaol, and was prevented
from visiting her. When the letter about her death reached him, he was grieved, but –
‘When my spirit had gotten through I saw her in the resurrection and the life,
everlastingly with me, and father in the flesh also.’ "
Quaker Fellowship for Afterlife Studies has been in existence for fourteen years.
During this time we have studied the subject of the existence of an afterlife from many
angles, and begun an exploration into the huge amount of evidence which exists. In
2004, David Hodges, member of Ashford QM, a biological scientist and university
lecturer, compiled a reference book: Do we Survive Death?: A descriptive bibliography
and Discussion on the Evidence Supporting Survival, which lists and describes many of
the books which have been written on the subject, and gives details of their authors.
Paranormal experience (or spiritual/psychic experience as QFAS members prefer to call
it) has always been part of human existence. At present, sadly, in academia, scientific
materialism prevails, and such experience is frequently denigrated and dismissed in a
thoroughly unscientific way. It appears that many scientists are unaware that since its
foundation in 1882, the Society for Psychical Research has had many distinguished
presidents including two Nobel Prize winners, several Fellows of the Royal Society,
many professors of Physics, Philosophy and Chemistry, a Bishop, a future Prime
Minister and a founder member of the League of Nations.
In fact, many distinguished scientists have studied the subject and been convinced by
what they have discovered. What is not generally realised is that to come out in
support of the genuine nature of the evidence is extremely detrimental to a scientist’s
career. Retirement allows freedom of expression!
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William Crookes, eminent man of science, knighted by Queen Victoria in 1897, made a
three year study of mediums and mediumship from 1870-73. When he published his
positive findings he was derided by his colleagues who threatened to deprive him of
his Fellowship of the Royal Society. Fearful for his reputation and future career, Crookes
resumed his normal scientific work and went quiet on the subject that had consumed
his interest for so long.
After his retirement he served a term as President of the Society for Psychical Research,
and said in 1917, just two years before his death: "I have never had any occasion to
change my mind on the subject. I am perfectly satisfied with what I have said in earlier
days. It is quite true that a connection has been set up between this world and the
next."
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (doctor of medicine) and Sir Oliver Lodge (physicist, and
principal of Birmingham University) were also early psychical researchers, and
convinced of the genuine nature of much of the communication with those in the
afterlife, either directly or through mediumship (and this long before they lost sons in
WW1). Both wrote extensively on the subject.
In our own times there have been two Quakers amongst those courageous enough to
publish the truth as they saw it. Don Mason, member of Witney QM, Emeritus Professor
of Cellular Immunology, Oxford University, wrote Science, Mystical Experience and
Religious Belief, in 2006. Don argues convincingly for the existence of an afterlife
drawing on a lifetime of experience, and as part of his concluding remarks writes: "..I
do believe we have an eternity before us…"

Mason, Don. Science, Mystical Experience and Religious Belief, 2006, Sessions, ISBN 185072-357-5. Available from Don Mason, 5 Larch Lane, Witney, Oxfordshire, 0X28 1AG.
£5.00 + £1.50 p&p
Anderson, Robert. You Can’t Die for the Life of You!, 2008, ISBN 978-0-473-13157-9
(published privately and not currently available in the UK)
A lively correspondence followed in the letters pages of The Friend over the next few
weeks.

TELL US YOUR EXPERIENCES WITH YOUR MEETINGS
Readers will recall Shirley Walford’s article in the last edition of Reaching Out reporting
on her experience of introducing the work of QFAS to her Meeting.
Shirley reports that she now has the blessing of her Local Meeting as their unofficial
QFAS representative and they have agreed to pay her subscription and conference fees
where necessary. As well as keeping them informed about QFAS events, Shirley hopes
to have some discussions during the year at their shared lunches.

It is good to hear of such a positive experience from a QFAS member unlike the one
mentioned at the beginning of Angela’s article.

In 2008, Robert Anderson, a New Zealand Quaker, PhD in science education and a
combined honours degree in physics and chemistry, wrote ‘You Can’t Die for the Life of
You’, an account of his forty year plus study of death and the paranormal. Bob’s title is
typical of the style in which he vigorously expresses himself, energetically piling up the
evidence in support of his case!

Please let us know if you have experiences of trying to explain about QFAS to your
Meetings.

If human beings do survive death (whether expecting to or not) what more natural
than that we should wish to communicate the fact to our nearest and dearest who are
left behind in a state of grief? Could we please show more consideration to the
bereaved people who may see, hear or vividly dream about their loved ones? They long
to share their precious experience with their Quaker Friends. What could be more
natural? And it may not be a delusion that they are suffering. It may be an actual,
joyful event.

Here is an experience which came early in her life as a new Quaker from
Fee Berry –

Books referred to:

There were discussion and worship-sharing groups at my meeting when I first arrived,
but there wasn't any forum in which I could exchange ideas and experiences and hear
back what other people thought or had experienced, because a part of the format was
the open listening and silent space, and commenting upon other people's contributions
wasn't allowed. I couldn't find a place outside the main meeting where that sort of
exchange was allowed.

Hodges, David. Do we Survive Death? A Descriptive Bibliography and Discussion on the
Evidence Supporting Survival, ISBN 0-9546122-0-5. Available from David Hodges, 14
Eythorne Close, Kennington, Ashford, Kent, TN24 9LP. £5.00 + £1.50 p&p

As it happened, shortly after I started attending meeting I had a very puzzling
experience which I was struggling to process. I was walking down the high street with
my daughter in her pram, not thinking particularly spiritual thoughts at all, when
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suddenly I was out of my body, high above the high street, and I experienced a bliss,
which I knew immediately was the experience of being one with God and yet myself.
Then I realised I was one with *everything* and felt deep love for everything I could see I remember feeling deep love for the tiles on the top of the roof, which I was above, while
at the same time being surprised that it wasn't just animate beings which triggered this
overwhelming love, it was everything in the material world. It answered a question I had
had in my mind for a long time, about the possibility of retaining an identity while being
a part of God. I have come to realise over the years that we are all made of God - indeed
that there is nothing else for things to be made from - but that is more of an intellectual
processing of the information I received on that day from that experience, and not
something I instinctively knew.
I didn't know how to share that experience, and really I have only just begun to do so
properly. I did share it once in a Quaker Universalist meeting and was met with a very
negative response (clearly Quaker Universalists do not observe the strict rules which were
imposed by my meeting on worship sharing) when the man next to me said: "that's not
an unusual experience, you're not so special, lots of people have experienced exactly the
same!" It wasn't a very kind comment and wasn't very kindly said, and it was years
before I tried to share the experience again.
I have come to realise that many Quakers feel that discussing or telling other people
about their beliefs is somehow "influencing" the other person, and they think of this as a
negative thing, akin to trying to convert the other to their way of thinking. I was wanting
to learn from others - throughout my life I have felt led to information, and guided, and I
didn't see hearing other people's experiences as a negative thing at all - I wanted to
know, wanted to learn through other people. I certainly had the experience on many
occasions of feeling that someone in meeting was led to say exactly the thing I needed to
hear, but I felt in need of a creative collaboration, I suppose a synergy or exchange would
express it better. I have worked on creative projects where I feel that the sharing and
collaboration made the project more than the sum of its parts, and I felt sure that was
also possible for spiritual life as well.
There are some things which I have been convinced of by intellect - when I first came to
Quakers, it started like that, but then I began to feel that I had actually always been a
Quaker, but hadn't realised that was what I was, and that sort of recognition I think of as
a heart knowing, not an intellectual head knowing. When you experience something
which seems outside the realm of the normal material world, you don't have to be
convinced intellectually that something real has happened, you just know.

***********
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‘A PULSE IN THE ETERNAL MIND’ – WAR AND LIFE AFTER DEATH.
A shortened version of a talk given at the Ammerdown Conference in
September 2014.
Cherry Simpkin
This talk is about war and the evidence for life after death. I have taken the title from
Rupert Brook’s Poem ‘The Soldier’:
And think, this heart, all evil shed away,
A pulse in the eternal mind, no less
Gives somewhere back the thoughts by England given;
The poem asks us to think of the dead soldier still existing somewhere in a new state,
thinking of England. Although his body may be dust in a foreign field, he lives on in
another existence.
It is well known that moments of powerful emotion produce psychic phenomena. So
it’s hardly surprising that there are a lot of examples of paranormal experience
associated with war.
For example, many people living and staying in the area of Marston Moor in Yorkshire,
the sight of one of the bloodiest battles in the English Civil War, have reported seeing
soldiers in 17th Century dress fleeing on foot or horseback or crouching in ditches.
Some of these witnesses have been visitors who have not known the local history and
some have had dogs with them who have reacted to the sightings, which suggests it is
not a figment of imagination.
In the USA, many have heard the sounds of screams and gun fire at the sites of the
American Civil War battles. Go onto You-tube to see them.
Whether these people are actually seeing the spirits of dead soldiers or are picking up
psychic impressions written on the ether one cannot say. The second is like watching a
film. There is not necessarily any conscious awareness on the part of the ‘ghost’. So this
does not necessarily suggest life after death nor does it involve communication
between those in different dimensions.
In this talk, I want to concentrate on the examples of communication where there
appears to consciousness on both sides, as it were.
As many of you will know, the modern Spiritualist movement began in the USA in the
1840s after the Fox sisters reported communications from a spirit entity in Hydesville,
New York State.
Spiritualism became especially popular during the American Civil War in the 1860s. The
"Banner of Light", a spiritualist newspaper reported many stories of communications
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with "dead" soldiers. The Lincolns were said to have attended séances in the White
House and elsewhere. During one such a séance in February 1863 with medium
Nettie Maynard, a spirit calling himself Dr Bamford described the critical conditions of
the Federal Army at the front lines and encouraged Lincoln to make an informal visit
to the battle front and listen to the soldiers grievances himself. Lincoln followed the
spirit's advice and this act is credited by many to be the turning point of the war.
In the UK, Spiritualism grew in popularity during WW1 as people tried to
communicate with loved ones killed in the slaughter. There were said to be 118
mediums practising in the Borough of Kensington alone during the war. Many
mediums were frauds jumping on the bandwagon and telling people what they
wanted to hear. This probably contributed to the prejudice against spiritualistic
communication which still exists today.
However, many were genuine. The Spiritualist movement was given a huge boost
when the distinguished scientist Sir Oliver Lodge published a book called Raymond
about communications from his son, Second Lieutenant Raymond Lodge, who had
been killed in Flanders in September 1915.
Eleven days after his death, Raymond began communicating with Sir Oliver and Lady
Lodge through the mediumship of Gladys Osborne Leonard and Alfred Vout Peters.
His initial message was that Frederic Myers, who had become Sir Oliver’s good friend
before his death in 1901, was assisting him in adapting to his new environment.
In a subsequent communication, Raymond spoke of a photograph of himself with a
group of other men taken outdoors, with some sitting and others standing. He was
sitting and holding a walking stick and someone was leaning on him from behind.
Lady Lodge had no recollection of such a photo. Two months later, the mother of one
of Raymond’s fellow officers sent a condolence letter and mentioned a group photo
taken 21 days before Raymond’s death. At Lady Lodge’s request she sent her a copy
of the photo.
It showed three rows of officers, the back row standing, the second row sitting on a
bench, and the front row sitting on the ground. Raymond sits crossed legs in the front
row. He holds a military walking stick and the arm of the officer behind him was
leaning on his shoulder.
At another sitting, Raymond identified himself by his nickname, Pat. As a further test
of identity, Sir Oliver asked him to name one of his five brothers. Raymond gave the
name ‘Norman’. Sir Oliver dismissed this as he did not have a son called by that
name. Raymond then gave the name ‘Noel’, which was one of Raymond’s brothers.
It was not until Sir Oliver later discussed this with his other sons, none of whom had
been present at the sitting, that he discovered that ‘Norman’ was a general nickname
8

Photograph of a group of officers, sent to Sir Oliver and Lady Lodge, by Mrs Cheves on
Decemmber 7th, 1915, showing an arm resting on Raymond’s shoulder (sitting cross
legged, second from right).
that Raymond gave to all his brothers. Sir Oliver saw this as an indication that
Raymond, who had discussed psychical research with his father when he was alive,
was trying to provide proof by giving a name unknown to his father.
During the same sitting, Sir Oliver also asked Raymond to name an officer in his
regiment. He gave the name ‘Mitchell’ which meant nothing to the Lodges. Sir Oliver
later checked with the War Office and discovered that a Second Lieutenant E. H.
Mitchell had been in Raymond’s unit.
Another famous champion of Spiritualism, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, also lost his son,
Kingsley, in the 1918 ‘flu epidemic, his immunity having been weakened by wounds
received in the Battle of the Somme in 1916.
When on earth, Kingsley, a firm Christian, had had no truck with his father’s
Spiritualism, but when communicating from the ‘other side’, he begged Arthur’s
forgiveness for having always doubted him.
Sir Arthur wrote about Spiritualism and WW1 in his book ‘A History of Spiritualism’.
He gives example of WW1 psychic experiences, including what is probably the most
famous, the story of the ‘Angels of Mons’.
The battle of Mons in August 1914 was one of the first major encounters of the war.
On 29 September 1914 Welsh author Arthur Machen published a short story entitled
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"The Bowmen" in the ‘The Evening News’, in which he described phantom bowmen
from the Battle of Agincourt appearing at Mons and helping the British troops. When
Machen was asked to provide evidence from readers who thought the story was true,
he responded that it was completely imaginary, as he had no desire to create a hoax.
According to Conan Doyle, a British officer, replying to Mr. Machen in the ‘Evening
News’ (September 14, 1915), talked of a large body of phantom horsemen riding
alongside his cavalry division which were seen by many in his troupe.
Sir Arthur also mentions Harold Begbie’s book, "On the Side of the Angels", in which
he quoted some who claimed to have witnessed the Mons phenomenon first-hand. For
example, one lance-corporal recalled seeing three shapes like winged Beings of Light,
appearing to have a long loose-hanging golden garments, suspended in mid-air above
the German lines.

told no one. When the War Office sent over the deceased officer's effects a pearl-tie-pin
was found in his effects.
Another book containing many evidential psychic experiences from WWI is ‘Psychical
Phenomena and The War’ by Hereward Carrington, a psychic investigator leading light
in the SPR.
Here is a sample of cases recorded in this book.
A woman sees her soldier husband in uniform standing in her living room and later
learns he had just died in the trenches. She was not especially anxious about him at
the time of his appearance as she had recently received a letter from him and was
optimistic he would survive.
A Colonel who appeared to his men in the trenches as he dies of dysentery miles away.

Conan Doyle’s book also refers to other occasions when ‘supernatural’ beings have
helped those in the trenches. One such was reported by

Stories of men who see their comrades who have already been killed with them in the
trenches.

Captain W. E. Newcome of the 2nd Suffolks, in which he talks of a spectral figure in old
fashioned, pre-war uniform walking across ‘No Man's Land’ in front of advancing
Germans, totally unaffected by their shells and bullets. The spectre was seen by the
British troops and when it marched towards the German trenches, the German troops
fled back and no more was seen of them that night.

A coffee set that suddenly shatters onto the floor for no apparent reason as a son dies
in the trenches.

In another example, one William Speight reports seeing the ghost of his best friend,
who had died at Ypres, appearing in his dug-out, pointing to a spot on the floor and
then vanishing. The soldiers dug a hole at the indicated spot, and found a tunnel
excavated by the Germans, with fuses and mines timed to explode thirteen hours later.
This timely discovery saved many lives.
One of the most evidential examples of communication recorded by Conan Doyle was
reported by Sir William Barrett, one of the founders of the Society for Psychical
Research (SPR) in an article entitled "On the Threshold of the Unseen".
He tells of a ‘Miss C’ whose cousin, an Army officer, was killed in France. About a
month after his death, she attended a séance at which the name of her cousin was
unexpectedly spelt out on the ouija board, followed by a message asking for his pearl
tie-pin to be given to the girl he was going to marry. The name and address of the lady
in question were then spelt out .
No-one in the family, including Miss C, was aware of any such fiancée nor did anyone
know that the officer owned a pearl tie-pin.
Six months later, however, it was discovered that the officer had been engaged, shortly
before he left for the Front, to the very lady whose name was given. He had, however,
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A soldier who appears to his dying sister because he feels she needs him. Having seen
him, she then dies peacefully. The interesting thing about this one is that it seems to be
an example of a ‘spirit’ appearance of someone still living in the physical body, as the
brother himself is not dead.
One of the most well-known examples of after-death communication coming from
WWI is the story told in Wellesley Tudor Pole’s book, ‘Private Dowding’.
Major Tudor Pole was a leading spiritualist and founder of the Chalice Well Trust in
Glastonbury. On 12 March 1917, he began to receive telepathic communications from a
37 year old soldier called Private Dowding, who had been killed in the trenches.
Private Dowding described how he died. He felt himself hit sharply on the neck and
suddenly found he was standing outside his body.
He then went on to talk about his progress on the ‘other side’, how he was helped by
those around him and what he is learning about himself and about his new life.
He also spoke of encountering other soldiers as they come over to his side of life,
including one particularly interesting example which involves the passing of animals as
well as humans.
Dowding tells of an officer whose horse is shot beneath him. While he is trying to
attend to the animal, he hears a shell explode nearby. He is unaware of it having had
any effect on him. However, he is surprised to find his horse has suddenly got up and
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appears to be perfectly fine. The officer does not realise that he is looking at the
horse’s spirit and that he can see this because he has himself been killed by the
exploding shell. He gets on the horse and is joined by another soldier who is also on a
horse. They ride off together. The officer finds himself overcome with sleep and wakes
up in a Hall of Rest. He discovers later that the companion was not, in fact, dead, but
had been stunned by the shell and so could be with him in spirit while physically
unconscious.
By the time of WW2, Spiritualism had become less popular because of large number of
fraudulent mediums exposed during WWI. There are fewer reported cases of
communication arising from that conflict.
One of the most famous incidents involved the physical medium, Helen Duncan. In
1941, the spirit of a sailor reportedly appeared at one of her séances announcing that
he had just gone down on a vessel called HMS 'Barham'. This loss was then unknown
even to the War Office and was not officially declared lost until several months later, its
sinking having been kept secret to mislead the enemy and protect morale. Helen
Duncan’s activities were an embarrassment to the authorities and she was arrested
under the Witchcraft Act of 1735. The controversy which arose from her treatment
eventually led to the repeal of the Act and the recognition of Spiritualism as a
recognised religion.
Air Chief Marshall Lord Hugh Dowding, Commander of the RAF at the Battle of Britain,
was a leading Spiritualist pioneer. He had a great devotion to his aircrews, and, in his
book ‘Lychgate’, he records taking part in séances to help dead airmen who did not
realise they had passed over to understand their new situation. His wife, who had
herself died some years before, would also help ‘from the other side’, appearing in her
Red Cross nurse’s uniform.
Hugh Dowding died in 1970. The medium Ena Twigg reported seeing "a vision in
glorious colour" at his memorial service in Westminster Abbey. "First I saw a
formation of airplanes flying past" she recalls, "then Lord Dowding appeared between
two vases of roses near the altar, at full attention, saluting. He was radiant and looked
thirty years younger – as he must have looked during the Battle of Britain. Then as the
organ music soared, hundreds of spirit faces belonging to former RAF members formed
in clouds around him."

***********
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THE RETURN OF THE BLACK CAT
Beryl Spence
My father, who was a well-known healer in Cornwall, was driving home one evening
when he saw a cat lying motionless on the grass verge. It had evidently been hit by a
car but was still conscious though severely injured. He stopped, picked it up, and took
it to the nearest vet. Unfortunately the vet could not save it but said it must be
euthanised.
The following week my father had a reading with a medium. To his surprise, as he
came into the room she told him, "There is a black cat walking beside you." He had
never had a pet cat and supposed it must be the one he had taken to the vet a few
days before. Perhaps a bond can be formed even in a short time when a last kindness
is experienced this side of life.
***********
REASSURANCE IN TIME OF NEED
Jacky Bartlett
In the summer of 2010, on holiday in the Luberon, I awoke in great pain. I was
suffering what I thought at the time to be a heart attack. My partner, Rolfe and I had
rented a gite in the depths of the French countryside, an isolated place where our
nearest neighbours, a French family were half a kilometre away up a dirt road.
It was a wild night as I recall; high wind and pouring with rain. Rolfe had managed to
summon help and paramedics came to my bedside and transferred me urgently to
hospital in Cavaillon. I remember that journey because not only was I uncomfortable
but I was also worried about Rolfe who was following the ambulance’s flashing lights
in our car through unfamiliar traffic systems in pouring rain. It was an enormous relief
to find him pulling up beside the ambulance as we arrived at the Medical Centre.
We were both very frightened; me because I thought I was facing imminent death and
he because of the possibility of my loss plus the trauma of making his way back home
without me and telling my family.
Throughout a very long night I received excellent care; a battery of tests and the
attention of a consultant cardiologist (at 4am!) Finally, at about 6am I was sent for a
cardiac ultrasound. It was while I was lying on the trolley waiting for the arrival of the
technician that I heard my mother say: "Jack", (she was the only one ever to
abbreviate my name in this way,) "I am here with you, but I haven’t come for you."
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It wasn’t until later, back at our gite (with the reassurance of a Non Cardiac Event) that
I realised the enormity of what I’d heard in that little room. My mother’s voice quite
clear among the buzzing and bleeping of a high tech hospital facility.

For the emotions, feelings, ingenuity, creativity and splendour of human consciousness
to cease to exist at the death of the body is the equivalent of walking a cosmic plank!
We simply can’t drop off the end into nothingness!

My mother, Margaret, died in 2002. We had always been close especially so in the
years since my dad’s death in 1993. We spoke regularly on the phone and from my
childhood had shared an uncanny ability to "tune in" to each other’s thoughts and
moods even though latterly we lived miles apart.

My "encounter" with my mother, or with her consciousness, was a confirmation of this
lifelong acceptance and I am truly grateful to have experienced it.

There is a story in the family that, when I was about 6, Mum was planning a Christmas
present for Dad. She was going to knit him a jersey and was planning this quietly in
her own thoughts when I chirped up "You should knit it in brown because Daddy
doesn’t like Fair Isle."
I actually do remember saying this and also remember basking in the glory as my
incredulous mother related this story to any relative who would listen over the next
few years!
The "encounter" with my mother in the French hospital was comforting on more than
one level.
Immediately after Mum’s death my younger sister Elizabeth had a series of vivid lucid
dreams in which she and a much younger version of Mum were sitting on a bench in a
garden (gardening was a significant pleasure in mum’s life and she was very good at
it). They talked about my sister’s children, her job as a teacher and all the ordinary,
everyday things that families talk about. Finally, in the dream, Mum would turn to Liz
and say," Well, I must be going now because your Dad will be waiting" and she’d walk
away and my sister would wake up.
I was very distressed when I heard about these dreams and I felt rather hurt that I was
excluded from the comfort and love my mother was extending to my sister. It felt as if
in some way I wasn’t grieving enough to warrant a dream of my own.
Hearing her voice as I lay in hospital telling me very clearly that she was with me I
understood that in appearing to my sister in dreams she was responding to Liz’s deep
need and that at my own hour of need when I was afraid and lonely (despite a loving
partner who had been with me throughout the night), she was extending the same
comfort and reassurance and showing me that the connection between the world of
Spirit and our own world is strong. Also, by saying that she had not "Come for me"
she let me know that at the moment of our bodily death, we are met and helped to
make the transition.
Throughout my life I have accepted an afterlife as a strong probability. To my mind it
makes no sense at all to think that a creation as complex and extraordinary as a
human being can cease to exist at the point of physical death.
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My mum was a very talented and extremely dedicated gardener and after her death
there were days when I felt her close as I worked in my own garden. This poem was
written after one such day.
PRUNING DOGWOOD.
The leaves are back, glinting
rattling together like childhood pennies.
I have no heart for anything
other than looking, just admiring
the way they draw in the sun’s last warmth
conduct it to the roots.
Last year we worked together she and I
pruning, stripping out dead growth
down to the rich red stalks.
Coppernob
the leaves are the colour your hair was once
tongues of fire on ruby branches
or a burning bush.
Pentecost tree, her hands shaped you
as surely as they shaped me.
In memoriam Sarah Margaret Swain. 1915-2002
***********
THE STORY OF THE BISCUIT BOX
Shirley Walford
After giving my talk about QFAS to my Meeting earlier in the year I was invited to tea
at my daughter’s and she told me this story.
Not long before, my son-in-law’s uncle Frank had passed away. He was elderly and
had had numerous things wrong with him for a very long time. My daughter, Dianne,
and husband, Paul, had done a lot for him, shopping and helping him with difficult
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paperwork. After his wife died he used to come and have Christmas dinner with us all,
but for the last two years he wasn’t well enough. This year Dianne cooked it for him
and delivered it to his house before the rest of us sat down to have ours.
Uncle Frank had made a will. He didn’t have a lot of money to leave because he’d put
his house into equity, but there would be some, and it was important it went to the
right persons. Dianne and Paul would not inherit directly, but there was a slight
possibility they might receive a small amount indirectly. Unfortunately the will couldn’t
be found and if it didn’t turn up soon the money would be distributed to the wrong
people.
Dianne and a relation of Uncle Frank’s, Betty, had been making visits to the house to
tidy up and see to a few things. They hunted high and low for the will, which was in
the house somewhere, but it didn’t turn up and the date for the allocation of the
money was almost upon them. Dianne was so worried.
‘Uncle Frank, Uncle Frank, you’ve got to help me find your will,’ she said. ‘You’ve got
to help me.’
That night she dreamt of a biscuit box and she remembered it in the morning. She and
Betty went back to the house that Saturday and combed it from top to bottom but no
will or biscuit box appeared. They retired to the car greatly disheartened.

NEWS FROM SPAIN
Shirley also emailed the following piece:
I was reading El Mundo at the weekend. I love Spain and it’s a brilliant Spanish
newspaper. I couldn’t believe my eyes what I saw: ‘Madrid, capital de las ciencias
ocultas.’ Madrid, capital of the occult sciences. It then went on to describe a ten-day
event led by ‘professionals from the spiritual world.’ The Canadian, Marilyn Rossner,
would be there, ‘one of the most important mediums in the world’, defining herself as
‘an expert in being 100% devoted to God.’ The paper said more about her beliefs and
her close connections with the church. Her husband was an Anglican canon and
together they travel the world to take two messages: that life continues after death,
and that it is our destiny and purpose to respect and love one another.
Some other leading speakers were also introduced. I was amazed because Spain is a
strongly Roman Catholic country and I didn’t think they held with that sort of thing. I
did a term at Madrid University when I was studying for a degree and in those days
Protestants were barely tolerated, and if you were Jewish, Atheist, Communist or a
Mason you didn’t admit it! It made me green with envy, reading the article. Imagine
having a big conference here like that and our national papers, the Guardian or the
Telegraph, giving it all that attention, let alone in the flowery language of El Mundo!

I’m going back in,’ said Dianne. ‘I’m going to have one more look.’

***********

At the side of the house was a walkway which Uncle Frank had covered over and
converted into a utility room where he kept his washing machine and a few other
things. Nothing much, and as Dianne said afterwards, it simply wasn’t the sort of place
where you would leave a will. They had looked there before, of course, but maybe
because it was such an unlikely place, they hadn’t taken any notice of the biscuit box
on the shelf. After all, you don’t keep wills in biscuit boxes, do you?

TAKEN FROM A CHURCH BULLETIN:
"Please place your donation in the envelope along with the deceased person you want
remembered."

As soon as they saw it Dianne pounced. Inside were tins of shoe polish. She was so
disappointed. The two of them decided that was it. They gave up. Dianne put the lid
back on the tin and picked up some rubbish on the shelf below to throw in the bin.
But first she took it into the sitting room to make sure there was nothing of importance
there. It didn’t look like it: a few pieces of scrap paper and a scruffy-looking blank
brown envelope. She peered inside the envelope and … there was the will. Not in the
biscuit box, but right underneath it on the shelf below.

BOOK REVIEWS
THE GIFT OF ALZHEIMER’S BY MAGGIE LA TOURELLE
Published by Maggie la Tourelle 2014 – ISBN: 978-0-9575552-0-4. (Price; £12.99)
Review by Rhonda Riachi

***********
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It is difficult to categorise this book. Based on the journal she kept while caring for her
mother, Pat, Maggie la Tourelle shares insights that she and Pat uncovered in the last
four years of Pat’s life, and movingly describes some of the personal life of her mother,
sister and father. The insights gained represent the Gift of the title. Diagnosed with
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Alzheimer’s in 2000, Pat was moved into a care home next door to the family home in
2002. The book picks up the story from 2003, and presents edited conversations
between Maggie and her mother, with commentary by Maggie.
In addition to showing the behaviour we know so well of dementia – forgetfulness,
confusion, mood swings – Pat gradually reports her progress on an emotional and
spiritual journey as she lets go of her life here, supported all the while by Maggie.
Rather than contradicting or dismissing any "odd" thing her mother says, Maggie
allows Pat to speak her mind and praises her wisdom. The conclusion Maggie draws,
prompted by her mother’s statements and questions, is that Pat is existing in two
worlds at once (exemplified by Pat’s statements such as "We are all living in other
worlds" and "It’s difficult being… working between two worlds.")
The idea of living simultaneously in the material world and the spiritual world will be
familiar to readers of Reaching Out, but I think few would expect to hear them from a
person living with dementia. It is the quality of listening that Maggie employs that
makes the difference: by listening attentively and encouraging her mother to talk about
what she is feeling and experiencing, a much fuller account of what is going on for Pat
is elicited. This is an important message for anyone who is caring for a person living
with dementia: listen carefully with loving attention, and you may also be rewarded
with love in return.
Maggie la Tourelle is well acquainted with spiritual matters (some readers may know
of her book on Kinesiology), and she explores spiritual topics throughout the book (an
index at the end provides definitions of terms such as past-life regression). I warmly
recommend this book to anyone who is interested in spirituality at the end of life and
in the possibility of healing deep family trauma whilst still on this plane of existence

***********
IF YOU SIT VERY STILL… BY MARIAN PARTINGTON.
Vala Publishing Co-operative. ISBN: 978-1-908363-02-2. (Price £15.99.)
Reviewed by Ros Smith
This is an emotive book written by the older sister of one of the victims of Fred and
Rosemary West, Lucy Partington. In it she describes the traumatic effects of finding out
what had happened to her sister after about twenty years of not knowing. She writes
about the way in which the various police investigations led up to the certainty that
this was indeed Lucy, even though the only evidence consisted of bones; and on to the
tender moments when she held the precious skull of her sister in her hands, and kissed it.
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Lucy was in her early twenties when she was abducted from a bus stop and never seen
again. One of her abductors, Rosemary West, was a couple of years younger than Lucy
when this took place. The book does not go into harrowing details about the torture
and death of Lucy, and the other victims, which included the Wests’own children,
although enough is intimated for the reader to be able to imagine some of the horror
that these poor souls had to go through before death claimed them. But for those
attending the court case nothing resulting from the evidence was left out.
Marian describes a haunting dream which she had about four months after Lucy
disappeared. She says, "I asked you where you had been. You said, ‘I’ve been sitting in
a water meadow near Grantham’. Then slowly, with a smile, you said, ‘If you sit very
still you can hear the sun move.’" Hence the title of Marian’s moving and insightful
book. There are passages in which she converses with Lucy; and those of us who do
believe and often have direct knowledge of the continuance of the human soul into the
afterlife, would find it difficult to believe that it is anything other than a genuine
communication with the spirit of her sister. In fact, what appears to start as an
imagined conversation seems to gain momentum and Marian writes, "The dialogue
that follows, which took place when I had almost given up on the idea, surprised me
and made me aware of the complexity of this bereavement. It helped me to accept the
loss." This dialogue between the two sisters is exceptionally deep and perceptive,
especially the words from Lucy, "Don’t be so hard on yourself. I thought I was the
procrastinator, the perfectionist, the scholar, the aesthete, the poet, in search of all that
is good, true and virtuous. My death was seemingly out of keeping with my profession.
My earthly aspirations, who I was hoping to become, have long gone. Besides, all this
is holding you back from living – from the living who need you more than I have ever
done. I’m not being ungrateful. It’s time to be honest. I have to go. I sent you the
results of my faith, the ‘peace that passeth understanding’, the place where ‘if you sit
very still you can hear the sun move.’ Now you must find that place in yourself."
Imagination? Or direct communication?
Looking at the dark side of human nature helped Marian to confront her own darkness,
and she is very honest and brave in her ‘confession’. Without this chapter to her life,
which came about after her knowledge of what had happened to Lucy, she may not
have been able to come to the stage of being able to forgive Rosemary West (herself a
horrifically abused young woman, who then perpetrated abuse upon her husband’s
victims).
Both Marian and Lucy are gifted writers, able to hold and move the reader’s
imagination to both unimaginably dark and ineffably light places. It is not a story of
horror, but rather how love and forgiveness can overcome the darkness of such horror.

***********
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FANGOLD’S DREAM’ BY DAVID HAY-EDIE
Matador 2015 – ISBN: 978-1784621-025 (Price: £7.99)
Reviewed by Cherry Simpkin
QFAS member David Hay- Edie describes his book ‘Fangold’s Dream’ as
‘a fable which leads us into the world of reality encompassed by
fantasy’. Like all good fables it contains a moral message hidden in the
fantasy.
Fangold, who can be seen as ‘everyman’, has a dream in which he
meets a bird who guides him through history from primitive times to
the modern day. The bird shows him the best of human achievement,
in the arts, the sciences, psychology and religion. Alongside this,
Fangold is shown the negative side of human nature and activity,
manifesting as violence, cruelty, oppression and greed. He sees what
has brought humanity to its present situation and the obstacles that
we must overcome if we are to survive, such as global warming,
excessive consumerism and greed for power. He sees, too, that there
are reasons to be optimistic, as humankind has become more aware of
being one united family and of our connection to the rest of creation.
As they journey on, the bird changes from one species to another, such
as a blackbird, an eagle, a humming bird or a stork, but always it
remains faithful to its mission to help Fangold understand the truth.
Fangold comes to see that the bird is a manifestation of his own
spiritual nature. He and the bird are one and always have been.
At the end of the journey Fangold is encouraged to take stock of his
own life and his place in the human story. He realises that his greatest
achievement, and that of humanity in general, lies in the ability to
love.
Fangold realises that he is dying. He feels great joy at the realisation,
given him by the bird, that he is returning to his true home. They will
fly on together to new, as yet undreamt, horizons.
The book is charmingly illustrated throughout with black and white
drawings by the author. It should appeal to both adults and children
who enjoy fantasy fiction with a deeper meaning.

***********
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Extracts from two of the books mentioned in the article ‘AN ETERNITY BEFORE US’.
From: ‘YOU CAN’T DIE FOR THE LIFE OF YOU!’ by Robert G. Anderson.
Most people understand that spirituality is not the same as religion. Religion is the shell
and spirituality the kernel in the shell. You do not have to be learned or religious to be
spiritual. It is not about being outwardly smart or well versed in theological debates. In
fact, spirituality is one area where being unsophisticated, humble and open-minded can
be an advantage. It is a shift to the wisdom of the heart, a shift in awareness.
Spirituality connects us with the profoundly powerful and divine force that sustains our
universe. Modern physics and the ancient Vedantic philosophy of India point to the unity
underlying the apparent diversity of the universe. Increasing knowledge of both the
microcosmic world of sub-atomic particles and the macrocosmic world of black holes
and galaxies has made physicists aware that they have to move deeper into the origins
of the universe to detect the implicate order it represents and to possibly even include
consciousness in this equation. It is this sea of consciousness that lends the most
reasonable explanation to the enigma of humanity’s short sojourn on Earth, and our
eventual exit from it.
It has been said that we will never know for certain if we survive death because the
dead never return to tell us about it. This is simply not true. Many people have sworn
that if they found they survived death, they would try to return and tell us about it. One
of the most famous was the magician, Houdini. He threw the entire weight of his
reputation behind his declaration that all mediums were fakes and that he could
duplicate any trick a medium could do. More to the point, he swore that, should he
survive death, he would return in some way to give his secret code for his wife to verify.
She was the only person who knew the complex code he used in his work. The promise
was fulfilled on 9 January 1929 when he returned through the mediumship of the
celebrated American medium, Arthur Ford, and Houdini’s wife confirmed that the code
was correct.
Perhaps the most renowned examples were the messages that began arriving around
1901 through various mediums worldwide and which, when put together, formed a
complex message. The scripts were received by automatic writing over a period of time
and were delivered mostly in Latin and Greek, which languages were far above the
educational understanding of the mediums involved. The wording was so mysterious
that it was arguable whether the meaning of the messages was being intentionally
hidden. The scripts were signed Myers, attributed to the renowned Cambridge classical
scholar Fredrick Myers, and became known as the Cross-correspondences. They were full
of literary allusions and quotations in classical and modern languages, and many of
them were so obscure that it needed a scholar of the calibre of their alleged author
even to recognize them. To date, only a small number are published and they fill
volumes.
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After the Correspondences had continued for some years, a group of investigators
decided to run a test to set the discarnate being – purported to be Myers – a subject
for a Cross-correspondence which would give scope for classical knowledge and about
which the medium would have no knowledge or comprehension. Myers passed the
test with honours.
Over three decades, Myers’ Cross-correspondences became more frequent and more
complicated, and seemed to show an intelligent purpose behind the masses of
fragments and symbolic communications that only made sense after they were
analysed.
The Cross-correspondences supported proof of survival of the human personality as no
other experiment had to that time. Fredrick Myers’ life-long efforts to prove survival
were amply fulfilled.

***********

possibility that the full range of paranormal phenomena is larger than laboratory
experiments alone can indicate. Despite our unwillingness to discard a purely physical
model of reality the weight of the evidence is such that we now have to accept that
the view that our five senses give us of the universe is wholly inadequate. For many,
such a paradigm shift is vigorously rejected but such rejection does not in any way
diminish the need to make it.
A combination of what science shows us and what studies of the paranormal reveal
gives us some of the foundations on which to build a view of the world and our place
in it. This view must contain our humanity, our sense of beauty, our artistic creativity
and our love. Inevitably, we do not get final answers to those questions that are most
vital to us but we do get glimpses and these uplift us and give meaning to our lives.
This book is an account of what my life has led me to believe regarding these
questions. Any answers must of necessity be incomplete but I do believe we have an
eternity before us and even those questions that we are at present too ignorant to ask
will ultimately become open to us.

From the Preface to SCIENCE, MYSTICAL EXPERIENCE AND RELIGIOUS BELIEF
by Don Mason
Science, despite its impressive progress in discovering the natural laws that govern the
material world, can give no explanation of why these laws have the form that they do.
However, by extending the range of the human senses by the development of
microscopes and telescopes, science has revealed a universe that is even more aweinspiring in its scale, complexity and beauty than our unaided vision has shown us.
Further, the fruitful collaboration between experimental and theoretical physics has
forced a realisation that what we regard as ‘common sense’ about the physical world
is no more than what we have learned to regard as normal as a consequence of our
experiences in childhood. For some, such ‘common sense’ is the ultimate criterion of
what is possible and what is not; yet, even our own consciousness, the instrument of
our awareness, is a profound mystery and the fact that all life ends in bodily death
raises in our minds the imperative perennial question of whether such death is the end
of our existence.
A mass of data, including much that has been accrued by systematic laboratory
experiments, has amply confirmed the existence of those paranormal phenomena that
lend themselves to laboratory investigation: telepathy, seeing-at-distance, and
precognition. Some of these findings are described in this book and in the references
therein. In addition the existence of spontaneous paranormal events, such as NearDeath-Experiences and the apparent recollection of past lives by children raises the
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believe it is of real value to our earthly life to have
the next life in mind, because if we shut it out of our

thoughts we are starving part of our spiritual nature – we are like
children who fail to grow up – none the finer children for that.

Two talks from the QFAS Autumn Conference at Ammerdown, 26 - 28th
September, 2014.
Talk 1. Discussion session: QFAS: Past, Present and Future
– Introduced by Angela Howard
Talk 2. Europe in Crisis and the Question of the Afterlife - David Britton

Not only do we miss much joy in the earthly life if we imagine it to be
our whole existence, but we arrive on the further shore with no
knowledge of the language of the new country where we shall find
ourselves unfitted for the larger life of the spirit.
George Fox urged Friends to ‘take care of God’s glory’.
That is a motto for all spheres known and unknown.
Joan Mary Fry, 1955. Quaker Faith and Practice (1994) 21.56

Two talks from the QFAS Spring Conference at Friends House on 26th April, 2014
Talk 1. A Personal Journey Through Cancer – Jill Inskip
Talk 2. This I have found experimentally – Harvey Gillman

Four talks from the FFH/QFAS Joint Autumn Conference at Woodbrooke,
20th – 22nd September, 2013.
Talk 1. ‘The Therapeutic Value of Past Life Integration’ – Anthea Lee
Talk 2. ‘Holy Spirits and the Holy Spirit – Healing Guides and That of God Within’
– Jim Pym (Two Sessions on two CDs)
Talk 3. ‘Soundings on soundings – some musings on sonic healing modalities’
– Clement Jewitt
Talk 4. ‘Embodiment and Healing: Insights from Shamanism and Jung’
– Angela Cotter
Please send your order and cheque (made out to QFAS) to:
DAVID ARUNDEL, 34 JUBILEE TERRACE, HIGH ACKWORTH, PONTEFRACT, WEST
YORKSHIRE, WF7 7LH. email: rdarundel@gmail.com
IN ADDITION TO YOUR POSTAL ADDRESS, PLEASE GIVE YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS OR PHONE
NUMBER.
A list of talks on CD from earlier Conferences are available from David Arundel on request.
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